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Data streammining has become a research hotspot in data mining and has attracted the attention of many scholars. However, the
traditional data stream mining technology still has some problems to be solved in dealing with concept drift and concept
evolution. In order to alleviate the influence of concept drift and concept evolution on novel class detection and classification, this
paper proposes a classification and novel class detection algorithm based on the cohesiveness and separation index ofMahalanobis
distance. Experimental results show that the algorithm can effectively mitigate the impact of concept drift on classification and
novel class detection.

1. Introduction

In recent years, with the continuous popularization of the
Internet and the continuous development of the Internet of
4ings and data acquisition technology, data has exploded.
A constantly changing time-stamped data model, the data
stream, has emerged in the Internet, finance, medicine, and
ecological monitoring. After the advent of the Internet and
wireless communication networks, data flow as a new type
of data model has attracted more and more attention from
the society [1, 2]. 4e data stream has characteristics dif-
ferent from traditional datasets. It has chronological, rapid
changes and massive, potential infinite, etc. characteristics.
It is precisely because of the unique characteristics of the
data stream that the data processing model of the data
stream is very different from the traditional data mining
technology. 4e data processed by the traditional data
mining technology are static datasets, which can be per-
manently stored in the medium and can be scanned and
used multiple times during the process of data analysis.

Unlike traditional static databases, the data processing
model of the data stream is updated at a faster rate and
continuously flows into and out of the computer system.
Accordingly, the two biggest challenges in processing data
from a data stream are its inherently infinite length and the
concept drift that occurs in real-time data changes. Con-
cept drift means that the statistical properties of the target
variables that the model attempts to predict change over
time in an unpredictable manner. 4erefore, using tradi-
tional data mining techniques, it is impractical to store and
use all historical data for training, which makes it necessary
to change existing data mining techniques and design new
mining algorithms for this new data model.

Data flow novel class detection is a technique for
detecting new categories in a data stream. Many traditional
data stream classification algorithms use fixed class numbers
to train data stream classifiers. However, in reality, outliers
and novel class will appear in the data stream over time,
which will lead to a gradual decline in the accuracy of the
traditional data stream classification algorithm. 4erefore, it
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is urgent to design a novel class detection algorithm for the
characteristics of data flow.

4e rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
introduces the relevant research on data stream classification
and novel class detection. Section 3 details the C&NCBM
algorithm. Section 4 describes the experimental results and
detailed analysis in different datasets. 4e conclusion of the
research as well as challenges and directions for future re-
search is presented in Section 5.

2. Related Work

2.1. Data Stream Classification in the Presence of Concept
Drift. In the literature [3], various learning algorithms in the
context of concept drift in recent years are reviewed. In 1986,
Schlimmer and Granger [4] first proposed the “concept
drift,” which was followed by the increasing attention of the
academic community. From 1986 to 2000, research focused
on the use of a single classifier to implement concept drift
data stream classification. Widmer and Kubat proposed
CBBIT [5], and Hulten et al. proposed methods such as
FLORA [6]. At the same time, researchers began to pay
attention to the theoretical problem of concept drift data
stream classification.

Due to the need to continuously update the classification
model when using the single classifier to process the concept
drift data stream and the fact that the generalization ability
of the classifier is not high [7], Black and Hickey [8] pro-
posed the introduction of integrated learning into the
concept drift data stream classification for the first time and
proposed the AES algorithm. 4erefore, after about 2000,
people began to turn to the integrated classifier for the study
of concept drift data streams. At this time, the concept drift
data stream classification research entered a period of rapid
development and began to study the concept drift data
stream closer to the reality. Klinkenberg and Lanquillon
earlier studied the concept drift in some cases with user
feedback or with no feedback [8–11]. In 2004, the Intelligent
Data Analysis Journal published the concept drift data
stream special issue [12] that mainly discussed how to use
the incremental learning method to make the existing
classifier use concept drift at a small cost. Subsequently,
more attention has been paid to issues such as class im-
balance learning [13, 14], concept repetitive learning
[15, 16], semisupervised learning [17, 18], and active
learning [19, 20] in the classification of concept drift data
streams. Table 1 summarizes the main three types of concept
drift data stream classification techniques from 2000 to 2016.

2.2. Novel Class Detection in the Presence of Concept Drift.
In the literature [33], Masud et al. proposed a novel class
detection method in the data stream with concept drift and
infinite length. However, this method does not address the
problem of feature evolution. In the literature [34], the
problem of evolution of the concept is solved while solving the
problem of conceptual evolution, but the literature [33, 34]
still has too high false alarm rate for some datasets and cannot
distinguish different novel class problems. Masud et al. [35]

proposed a method to solve the concept evolution caused by
the emergence of novel classes.4is method adds an auxiliary
classifier set to the main classifier set. When each arriving
instance in the data stream is determined to be a secondary
outlier by the primary classifier set and the associated classifier
set, it is temporarily stored in a buffer.When there are enough
instances in the buffer, the novel class detection module is
called for detection. If a novel class is found, the novel class
instance is marked accordingly. In the literature [36], the
feature space transformation technique is proposed to deal
with the evolution of data stream feature. 4e traditional data
stream integration classifier is combined with the novel class
detection technology to solve the feature evolution problem in
the data stream.

Chandak [37] proposed a string-based data stream
processing method, which mainly solves the problem of data
stream concept evolution through the CON_EVOLUTION
algorithm. Miao et al. [38] solved the problem that only the
numerical data can be solved in the framework of MineClass
algorithm. A novel class detection algorithm that can process
mixed-attribute data is proposed, and the processing time
and model size of the algorithm framework are optimized by
using VFDTc classifier. ZareMoodi et al. [39] used local
patterns and neighbor graphs to solve the concept evolution
problem in data streams. Local patterns are Boolean feature
groups that affect sequential features and classification
features, which are used to improve classification accuracy.
At the same time, in candidate novel class classes, neighbor
graphs are used to analyze interrelated objects to improve
the accuracy of novel class detection.

After many researchers have continuously explored it,
novel class detection has achieved many results. However,
most of the novel class algorithms cannot solve the problem
of multiple novel class problems at the same time and also do
not consider the interaction of different attributes in the
instance to determine the novel class. 4erefore, based on
the previous studies and considering the role of attributes,
this paper proposes a novel class detection algorithm that
can distinguish different categories of novel class.

3. Classification and Novel Class Detection
Algorithm Based on Mahalanobis
Distance (C&NCBM)

3.1. Cohesion and Separation Index Based on Mahalanobis
Distance. Based on the Mahalanobis distance [40] and the
cohesive separation index N-NSC proposed by Masud et al.
[33], a novel class detection index is proposed. 4e relevant
definitions are as follows.

Definition 1 (R-outlier) (see [33]). Let x be the test point and
Cmin be the clustering result point closest to x. If x is outside
the range determined by the feature space contained in Cmin,
then x is an R-outlier.

Definition 2 (F-outlier) (see [33]). If x is an R-outlier for all
classifiers Ei in the classification set E, then x is an F-outlier.
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Definition 3 (λc-neighbor) (see [33]). 4e λc-neighbor of the
F-outlier x is the set of n neighbors closest to x in class c,
denoted by the symbol λc(x), where n is a user-set
parameter.

According to the above definition, we give the definition
of the cohesiveness and separation index MN-NSC based on
Mahalanobis distance.

Definition 4 (MN-NSC). Let ma(x) be the average Maha-
lanobis distance of F-outlier x to λo(x), mbe(x) be the
average Mahalanobis distance of F-outlier x to λe(x), and
mbmin(x) be the minimum of mbe(x); then MN-NSC is
defined as follows:

MN − NSC �
mbmin(x) − ma(x)

max mbmin(x),ma(x)( 
, (1)

where λo(x) represents the λc-neighbor of x to other
F-outliers and λe(x) represents the λc-neighbor of x to its
existing class.

By definition, the value of MN-NSC is within the interval
[−1, 1].WhenMN-NSC is negative, it means that x is closer to
the existing class and it is far away from the F-outlier; when
MN-NSC is positive, it means that x is farther from the
existing class and close to the F-outlier. When at least N (>n)
F-outliers have an MN-NSC value greater than 0, this indi-
cates that a new heterogeneity is generated in the data stream.

3.2. Algorithm. 4is section will elaborate the algorithmic
process of classification and novel class detection algorithms
based on the Mahalanobis distance cohesive separation
index, and it will analyze the concept drift processing in the
data stream.

First, the data stream is divided into data blocks of the
same size, and the last arriving data block Di, the currently
optimal m classifier sets M, the nearest neighbor n, and the
novel class threshold β are taken as input of the algorithm.
4en, the instances in the data block are classified to
determine whether the instance is R-outlier. If the in-
stance is R-outlier, it will be added to the exception set F.
k-means is used to cluster the instances in the set F and
create a cluster point Fpk for each cluster. 4e Fpk saves
the cluster center and clustering radius of each cluster and
calculates MN-NSC value for each cluster point Fpk. If the
number of cluster points with MN-NSC value greater than
zero is greater than the set threshold, the algorithm de-
termines that novel class is generated and classifies it.
When all data in Di is marked, Di is used to train a new
model Mm+1. Mi, the model with the lowest classification
accuracy, is selected from the set M and replaced with
Mm+1. 4rough the above method, the classification model
of the current latest concepts can be maintained at any
time, so as to solve the concept drift problem in the data
flow (Algorithm1). 4e pseudocode for the algorithm is
shown below.

Table 1: Representative research achievements of concept drift data stream in 2000–2016.

Type Algorithm Year Characteristics Reference

Incremental
learning

VFDT 2000 4e leaf node is replaced with a split node, and the algorithm uses less memory and
time. [21]

HAT 2009 Hoeffding trees are combined with a sliding time window based techniques; there is no
need to predict when concept drift occurs in the data stream. [22]

OHT 2014 4e misclassification rate is used to control node splitting, and the concept drift is
solved based on misclassification classes and false alarm rates. [23]

Hoeffding-
ID 2016

Bayes’ theorem is combined with traditional Hoeffding trees. 4e new spanning tree is
continuously used in the classification process to replace the old spanning tree so that
the classifier maintains high accuracy and adapts to the data flow concept drift.

[24]

Cluster-based

CluStream 2003 Extending the traditional clustering algorithm BIRCH to the data flow scenario has
strong flexibility and scalability, but it is sensitive to outliers. [25]

DenStream 2006
Microclusters are used to capture summary information about a data stream, which
can find clusters of arbitrary shapes in the data and have the ability to process noise

objects.
[26]

IEBC 2014
4e clustering framework is integrated with the classified data stream using sliding
window technology and data marking technology, which is excellent in clustering

results and detection concept drift but can only process classified data.
[27]

MuDi-
Stream 2016

4e multidensity classification problem in the concept drift data stream is solved by a
hybrid method based on network and microclusters, but it is not suitable for high-

dimensional data streams.
[28]

Integrated
learning

AWE 2003
K classifiers are fixedly constructed, and a new classifier is trained in batch mode using
the new arrival data object. Subsequently, the kmost accurate classifiers are selected to

form a classifier set, and each classifier is weighted according to the accuracy.
[29]

AE 2011 It mainly solves the problem of data stream mining noise and is a collection of
horizontal and vertical integration framework methods. 4e time complexity is high. [30]

EM 2013 Concept drift and novel class in the data stream can be automatically detected, but only
concept drift under dynamic feature sets can be handled. [31]

CLAM 2016 It uses a class-based integrated classifier to efficiently classify data flow loop classes and
novel classes, but it cannot classify multiclass data. [32]
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4. Experiment and Analysis

In order to verify the classification and novel class detection
algorithm based on the Mahalanobis distance cohesive
separation index proposed in this paper, three sets of ex-
periments were performed on two real datasets and one
synthetic dataset. KNN (K-Nearest Neighbor) [41] was se-
lected as the total data stream classifier of C&NCBM al-
gorithm to confirm the final prediction category of the
instance.4e essence of the algorithm proposed in this paper
is based on KNN. In order to verify the effectiveness of the
algorithm, the algorithm that uses KNN to classify the data
flow alone and MineClass [33] algorithm proposed by
Masud et al. are selected for comparative experiments.

4.1. Experimental Datasets. 4e KDD Cup 1999, Covertype,
and ArtificialCDS datasets were selected as experimental
datasets. 4e number of classes, number of dimensions, and
total number of dataset samples for each dataset are shown
in Table 2.

4.1.1. KDD Cup 1999 Dataset. (http://kdd.ics.uci.edu/
databases/kddcup99/kddcup99.html). 4e KDD Cup 1999
dataset is the dataset used by ACM’s annual competition in
1999.4e dataset consists of 3 categories of a total of 494,021
data samples, each of which contains 42 attributes. 4is
article uses the 10% version of the KDD Cup dataset.

4.1.2. Covertype Dataset. (http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/
datasets/Covertype). 4e Covertype dataset is Resource In-
formation System (RIS) data for the US Forest Service (USFS)

Region 2. 4e dataset contains 7 types of a total of 581,012
instances, each with an attribute dimension of 54.

4.1.3. ArtificialCDS Dataset. (https://moa.cms.waikato.ac.nz/).
4e ArtificialCDS dataset is a random concept drift data stream
that is automatically generated by MOA. 4e data stream
contains 5 classes with a total of 100,000 instances, and the at-
tribute dimension of each sample is 27.

4.2. Performance Index

4.2.1. Classification Accuracy. 4is experiment uses the
accuracy [42] and evaluation time [33] of the classification
algorithm to evaluate the quality of different algorithms,
which is a widely used evaluation standard in the field of
classification algorithms. We expect a good classification
algorithm to satisfy the short evaluation time while ensuring
high classification accuracy.

4.2.2. Kappa Statistic. Kappa Statistic [43] is an indicator for
assessing classification accuracy.

Kappa statistic �
po − pe

1 − pe
, (2)

where po is the proportion of the classifier’s agreement, that
is, the total number of samples of each correct classification
divided by the total number of samples, and pe is the
proportion of the random classification agreement.

4.3. Experimental Results and Analysis. 4is section sepa-
rately compares and verifies the proposed algorithm clas-
sification performance and the algorithm’s effect on the
concept drift, giving the result analysis.

Input:Data block Di , Classifier set M � M1, M2, . . . , Mm  , Nearest neighbor n , 6reshold β
Output: Updated classifier set M′

(1) for Each instance x in block Dido
(2) Classify (M, x)
(3) ifx is an R-outlier for all classifiers Mi in the classification set Mthen
(4) Add x to the set F

(5) end if
(6) end for
(7) Clustering F by k-means (k � n∗ |F|/|Di|) and creating a cluster point Fpk for each cluster
(8) for Each cluster in Fdo
(9) Compute MN-NSC (Fpi)
(10) if MN-NSC (Fpi) is greater than 0 then
(11) count� count + 1
(12) end if
(13) end for
(14) if count greater than βthen
(15) Put all instances x belonging to novel class in block Di into class C
(16) end if
(17) if All instances x in Di is classified then
(18) Mm+1 �Train (Di)
(19) M′ �Replacement (M, Mm+1)
(20) end if

ALGORITHM 1: Classification and novel class detection algorithm based on Mahalanobis distance.
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4.3.1. Experiment 1. According to the experimental objec-
tives described above, we selected the Covertype, KDD Cup
1999, and ArtificialCDS datasets as experimental datasets
and compared the classification accuracy and evaluation
time of C&NCBM, MineClass, and KNN alone in the above
three datasets. In this experiment, the specific values of the
algorithm parameters of different datasets are shown in
Table 3. 4e experimental results on the three datasets are
shown in Tables 4–6.

It can be seen from the experimental results in Tables 4–6
that, in the whole data stream classification process, com-
pared with the other two algorithms, the classification ac-
curacy of C&NCBM is very stable throughout the

experiment and is significantly higher than that of the other
two. 4e algorithm MineClass also has a better classification
effect than that of using KNN alone. 4e evaluation time of
C&NCBM is significantly longer than that of the other two
algorithms, and the difference between the evaluation time
of MineClass and the time of using KNN alone is small.
C&NCBM has higher accuracy than MineClass, but it also
requires more evaluation time.

4e results of three sets of experiments on two real
datasets and one artificial dataset show that the algorithm
proposed in this paper is used to deal with the classification
of data streams with concept drift and novel class, which has
the following characteristics. (1) It is able to make timely

Table 2: Parameter of different datasets.

Datasets Number of classes Number of dimensions Number of samples
KDD Cup 1999 3 23 494021
Covertype 7 54 581012
ArtificialCDS 5 27 100000

Table 3: Parameter settings of the three compared algorithms.

Parameter Covertype KDD Cup ArtificialCDS
n 10 10 10
β 45 40 20
Chunk 58102 49402 10000

Table 4: Experimental result data in KDD Cup dataset.

C C&NCBM accuracy
(%)

MineClass accuracy
(%)

KNN accuracy
(%)

C&NCBM evaluation
time (s)

MineClass evaluation
time (s)

KNN evaluation
time (s)

1 99.8227 99.6988 99.6174 26.8109 25.95 22.4859
2 99.8468 99.7375 99.5071 54.1313 51.12 45.0750
3 99.8078 99.6569 99.4002 83.9797 77.80 69.3438
4 99.8541 99.7427 99.5081 117.6719 109.33 97.3688
5 99.8819 99.7942 99.6065 152.3984 138.35 123.5469
6 99.8890 99.8130 99.6721 190.0578 170.77 154.1313
7 99.8950 99.8156 99.6966 213.7469 203.87 185.8859
8 99.9028 99.8290 99.7249 246.0797 228.09 207.2969
9 99.9020 99.8245 99.7101 259.0313 258.43 234.4469

Table 5: Experimental result data in Covertype dataset.

C C&NCBM accuracy
(%)

MineClass accuracy
(%)

KNN accuracy
(%)

C&NCBM evaluation
time (s)

MineClass evaluation
time (s)

KNN evaluation
time (s)

1 88.9832 87.8438 87.0177 21.5172 18.2156 15.7438
2 91.1561 89.8646 89.4737 39.0094 32.5750 30.7797
3 91.5212 89.8546 89.5844 57.2563 49.2234 46.3016
4 92.0270 90.2581 89.9857 75.3641 65.4875 64.8359
5 91.4612 89.4413 88.9274 96.3563 85.3375 84.2594
6 91.4837 89.2808 88.8317 118.4125 104.6641 102.9203
7 91.4707 89.1186 88.5925 143.8547 128.4422 121.6672
8 91.7367 89.4059 88.8483 165.1609 148.0813 139.3656
9 91.8901 89.3561 88.9612 185.7063 166.9156 156.5406
10 92.2249 89.8698 89.4625 204.0609 183.3109 173.3313
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judgments when a novel class appears in the concept drift
data stream, and adaptively update the original model after
making it, which has stronger classification robustness to
novel class occurrences in the concept drift data stream. (2)
Compared with the use of ordinary classifiers, there is a
significant improvement in classification accuracy, and the
classification accuracy is improved to a certain extent
compared with the classification and novel class detection
algorithms MineClass [33] based on Euclidean distance. (3)
4e evaluation time is slightly longer than that of the other
algorithms.

4.3.2. Experiment 2. 4e appearance of concept drift in the
data stream indicates that the mapping relationship between
attributes and categories has changed, and the classifiers on
the data stream are based on this mapping relationship.
When the attribute-to-category mapping relationship

changes, the classification accuracy index Kappa Statistic of
the classifier will inevitably change significantly. 4erefore,
in this section, we will use the difference of classification
accuracy of the classifier to determine the sensitivity of
different algorithms to the concept drift.

We selected Covertype and ArtificialCDS datasets as
experimental datasets and compared C&NCBM, MineClass,
and KNN classification accuracy index Kappa Statistic in
these two datasets, respectively. 4e comparison results on
the datasets are shown in Figure 1.

In order to introduce the concept drift, we rearranged
the Covertype dataset so that at most 3 and at least 2 cat-
egories appear in any block at the same time, and new
categories appear randomly. 4e concept drift of the
arranged Covertype dataset is mainly in blocks 3 and 5. 4e
ArtificialCDS dataset automatically generated by MOA is
incremental drift, which mainly appears in blocks 4 and 6.
4e results of Figure 1 show that KNN has the fastest decline
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Figure 1: Comparison of Kappa Statistic on datasets. (a)4e chunk size in the Covertype dataset is set to 58102, and (b) the chunk size in the
ArtificialCDS dataset is set to 10000.

Table 6: Experimental result data in ArtificialCDS dataset.

C C&NCBM accuracy
(%)

MineClass accuracy
(%)

KNN accuracy
(%)

C&NCBM evaluation
time (s)

MineClass evaluation
time (s)

KNN evaluation
time (s)

1 76.0900 74.8900 74.1500 7.7969 7.3750 7.3088
2 76.2050 75.2600 74.4200 16.7031 15.0781 14.6625
3 76.3500 75.7800 74.6300 25.2500 22.8438 21.9838
4 76.3775 75.8050 74.5575 34.2031 30.4844 29.3313
5 76.4500 75.8640 74.4540 44.4844 38.2344 36.6325
6 76.5467 75.9917 74.4083 53.9219 45.9063 44.2265
7 76.5686 75.9557 74.4586 63.6094 53.6250 51.7875
8 76.6013 75.9388 74.4088 73.2969 61.2969 59.4813
9 76.6444 76.0044 74.3711 82.1719 69.0625 67.0588
10 76.6870 75.9800 74.3850 90.7500 76.7188 74.5263
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in classification accuracy index Kappa Statistic because of
the lack of concept drift processingmechanism.MineClass is
partially affected, but the decrease is smaller than KNN.
C&NCBM is the least affected by concept drift, and the
classification accuracy curve is the most gradual. When the
concept drift occurs in the data stream, all the three algo-
rithms will be affected to a certain extent. 4e C&NCBM
algorithm proposed in this paper has better concept drift
adaptability and can reduce the influence of concept drift on
classification to some extent.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, anMN-NSC based on theMahalanobis distance
cohesive separation index is proposed. On this index, a
classification and novel class detection algorithm, C&NCBM,
based on Mahalanobis distance is proposed. Different from
the traditional distance measurement between the examples
using Euclidean distance, this method pays more attention to
the similarity between instances and can sensitively test small
changes between outliers. In the comparative experiment
using KNN algorithm and MineClass algorithm, the effec-
tiveness of the classification algorithm is verified. 4e
C&NCBM algorithm, KNN algorithm, and MineClass al-
gorithm classification accuracy Kappa Statistic are also
compared. 4e results show that the proposed C&NCBM
algorithm is the best.4e concept of drift adaptability can deal
with the influence of concept drift on classification in the data
stream to some extent. However, due to the problem of
adding Mahalanobis distance, the algorithm proposed in this
paper requires slightly longer time compared to the other
algorithms. How to improve the computational time while
ensuring the validity of algorithm classification is the future
research direction of this paper.
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